Colette B 1:26 am on August 21, 2015

bU~ Open door Alumni – anyone in?

SWISHING UP…? IN A PUBLIC BAR…?
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Apparently now in ‘Fun Mode’, was I not before…?

Or just trying to find out this time next what IS the daftest post I’ve managed to write on a public post?

_Nts: I am wondering how many public blogs are using the P2 theme and structure, what must they look like and how do they work?

I’m also wondering about Alumni groups… and why they always have to be PRIVATE? That’s not a knock at any existing groups… I just have a curiosity problem and inquisitive to see how this theme works for a blogging community. In any blog theme there IS apparently a way of setting private areas within the blog structure, such as co-authors, but it is a bit tricky… I had a little test visit to a personal friends attempted alumni project before getting up and running with my own blogs this time round.

I do run on … a lot of tea and coffee like anyone might… fuel for thought…

For all kinds of BU learners it could be really useful to see how it might work, how they can interact, how can the public view or interact... past alumni could drop by/in too...

I don’t mind a member’s only club with the doors and windows open and the passing public able to see in and maybe give a cheer, a yell, or just having a quiet word to tell me I just left the loos with my skirt caught in the back of my pants… hopefully before my co-learner pals have caught a quick pic or video to paste on the Alumni NOTICE BOARD at main entrance to the Commons for what feels like the whole world to have a good chortle at…
I don’t ever so feel like a ‘lock-in’ any day or night of the week though...

‘Scuse me while a fetch a nice warm cup of tea while it still is... anyone else?

(By The Way~ I’m just warming up for a little, fairly quiet celebration, of ongoing learning and blogging101 achievements, because still standing this far is...

N.B: Please leave a comment and ask if you don’t understand my use of English or contextual meaning – I might not have a sensible answer to help you, but one day someone else just might...

Welcome to my online writers experiment ➔